In 1825, the citizens of Sangamon County, Illinois awaited news on the establishment of their permanent county seat. When the county was formed only four years earlier, the town of Springfield was hastily created from a collection of centrally located cabins that would serve as the temporary seat. Originally located a distance from both the region’s main road and major river, Springfield had little going for it beyond population density. In fact, between 1821 and 1825, a resident of the county platted his own town, Sangamo, and set about developing it into the ideal location for the area’s permanent seat of justice. Unlike Springfield, Sangamo Town was situated on the Sangamon River (a tributary of the Illinois), was near increasingly well-trodden roads, and even supported a mill. On the surface, Sangamo Town appeared to be the better location, likely to be chosen by state-appointed commissioners as the county seat. Not about to see such a prize plucked from their grasp, the people of Springfield adopted different tactics; they cheated. Whether by luck or design, they managed to mislead the commissioners and see Springfield named the permanent seat. Their ruse snowballed into greater prosperity and prestige for the frontier community as Springfield grew from a collection of cabins to prosperous county seat and, by 1840, the state capital of Illinois. From seemingly insignificant roots, Springfield and Sangamo Town struggled as nascent cities on the path of frontier urbanization.

While Springfield and Sangamo Town might be minor settlements compared to Midwestern metropolises like Cincinnati or Chicago, their competition reveals much about the process of frontier urbanization in the early nineteenth-century Old Northwest Territory and the creation of the
modern Midwestern landscape. Far from the patriarchal or authoritarian establishment of towns for the benefit of a business concern, many communities in the Old Northwest developed in conjunction with competing sites and under the influence of resident owner-proprietors. These boosters were not merely seeking to turn their settlements into places of some significance; they were also seeking to keep those settlements from blinking out of existence. Thus, there existed nascent towns and cities of sufficient population to no longer count as “frontier” but which operated under raw conditions with enough uncertainty to continue qualifying as such. By careful manipulation of transportation improvements, business development, and government services, the proprietors of these towns attempted to usher their settlements from frontier conditions to established urban places.

The study of frontier urbanization began as such with the publication of Richard C. Wade’s *The Urban Frontier: The Rise of Western Cities, 1790-1830* in 1959. Although a flurry of related publications followed Wade’s work between the 1970s and early 1990s, the topic has since entered a scholarly lull. In studying five cities of the Ohio River Valley, Wade introduced
skeptical scholars to the notion of frontier urbanization and the idea that cities often existed simultaneously with, or even preceded, Frederick Jackson Turner’s rural frontier. In doing so, Wade opened the floodgates for scholars to study the origins of cities in the American West and made possible notable work on urbanization in the Old Northwest Territory. Between the late 1970s and early 1990s, numerous authors built upon Wade’s work by highlighting factors and processes leading to the development of Midwestern metropolises. Don Harrison Doyle’s *The Social Order of a Frontier Community* (1978) and Carl Abbott’s *Boosters and Businessmen* (1981) emphasized the role of boosters in the growth of these cities, making way for William Cronon’s *Nature’s Metropolis* (1991), a study of Chicago’s ultimate control over subsequent frontiers and nature itself. John Reps’ *Cities of the American West: A History of Frontier Urban Planning* (1979) and William Wyckoff’s *The Developer’s Frontier: The Making of the Western New York Landscape* (1988) emphasized the conscious act of town and city building inherent in various frontier settlements. In 1990, David Hamer’s *New Towns in the New World* offered a comparative study of frontier communities in both North America and the South Pacific while Timothy R. Mahoney’s *River Towns in the Great West* offered a case study using urban systems theory to understand frontier urbanization in the Upper Mississippi Valley. Following this flurry of activity, the study of frontier urbanization entered a scholarly lull. In 1996, Alan Taylor touched upon lingering paternalistic development in his *William Cooper’s Town*. Most recently, Diane Shaw emphasized the importance of commerce to the development of western cities in *City Building on the Eastern Frontier: Sorting the New Nineteenth-Century City* (2004).

Despite the publishing lull, important questions about the development of frontier towns and cities remain unanswered. While Doyle, Abbott, Cronon, and Shaw all highlight the importance of commerce to frontier urbanization, could other factors have also played significant roles? Despite Reps’ s, Wyckoff’s, and Taylor’s focus on the planned city, were boosters and proprietors of the early nineteenth century able to gain success for their communities through well-designed development alone? Finally, although scholars like Mahoney and Allan Pred emphasize the manner in which interests of different cities could work in conjunction to form urban systems, what happened when nascent cities with highly similar interests existed within a few miles of each other?

This paper seeks to address these questions through the specific experience of Springfield and Sangamo Town, Illinois. During the 1820s and into the 1830s, these two towns competed for dominance only seven miles apart within Illinois’ s nineteenth-century “Sangamo country,” a region drained by the Sangamon River and the core of which was formed into present-day Sangamon County in Central Illinois (Figure 1). Starting from similar origins but with vastly different access to so-called natural advantages, both towns showed early promise. By manipulating transportation routes, commercial or industrial concentrations, and regional institutions, local boosters sought to gain and hold prominence to make their
communities significant centers for the surrounding rural territory. By 1840, however, Springfield became the state capital and the site of Sangamo Town was reverting to agricultural use. The competition between these nascent cities therefore reveals much about frontier urbanization and the process by which cities established and maintained their position on the early nineteenth-century landscape.

The setting: Sangamo country

At the opening of the nineteenth century, much of Illinois, including the Sangamo, was largely unknown to Americans and Europeans. In 1818, when Illinois became a state, the vast majority of Illinois's citizens could be found south of a line drawn between the mouth of the Illinois River on the Mississippi and Illinois's eastern border, the Wabash River (Figure 2). Although the Mississippi, Illinois, Wabash, and Ohio rivers had been used by generations of Europeans and Americans, the region drained by the Sangamon River, a tributary of the Illinois, remained Indian territory. During the War of 1812, Illinois's territorial governor, Ninian Edwards, formed a company of 350 rangers at Edwardsville, near St. Louis on the Illinois side of the Mississippi River. From Edwardsville, Edwards led his men north to attack Indians allegedly assembling near modern-day Peoria on the eastern bluff of the Illinois River. Through the course of this expedition, the rangers passed through the territory to the east of modern-day Springfield and crossed the Sangamon River. While Edwards and his men succeeded in sacking two Indian villages, the expedition's real value was to expose future settlers to the Sangamo. By 1821, at least ten veterans of the 1812 campaign to Peoria could be found residing in Sangamo country. By the 1830s, two of Governor Edwards's own sons would call Springfield home. Governor Edwards's trail became the first major land route into the area and was afterwards known as “Edwards Trace.”

Although Edwards's attack foreshadowed future white immigration to central Illinois, it was not until 1817-1818 that the first permanent settlers arrived in the Sangamo and not until 1819 that the Kickapoo ceded their rights to the land. Many Kickapoo were forced west, creating a vacuum ultimately filled by white settlers. While the new residents would report nomadic bands of Indians, the Sangamo was spared much of the native-white conflict that characterized many other frontier areas. As word spread, the reports of the Sangamo took on mythical proportions. In 1819, German immigrant Ferdinand Ernst decided to settle near Vandalia, then the new Illinois capital, but reported that “everyone is full of praise for those [lands] which lie about 60 to 80 miles northward upon the river Sangamon.” That August, Ernst embarked upon a trip to see the country for himself. Traveling north on Edwards Trace, “a fine, well-traveled road,” Ernst discovered sixty farms along Sugar Creek and visited others along the Sangamon River itself. He noted “fields covered almost without exception with corn from ten to 15 feet high,” stands of sugar maple offering the “promising prospect of a harvest of sugar,” and “sufficient timber for
Figure 2. Illinois as it was known to American map makers, circa 1820. Sangamo Country was the region to the northwest of the arrow at the center of the map. From: Joseph Yeager, “Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Illinois,” (Philadelphia, 1822), Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum.
a moderate population.” Curiously, Ernst remarked upon an area on the Sangamon River, between Sugar and Spring creeks, as “a grand spot for the founding of a city.” He further claimed that the Sangamon River “must be navigable the greater part of the year for medium sized vessels.” About the same time, “An Agriculturist” hinted in the Edwardsville Spectator, the newspaper published nearest to the Sangamo, at the ease with which crops could be cultivated in the area: a “seafaring man” had planted ten acres of corn near the Sangamon River from which the author estimated the farmer “would yield little less than one hundred bushels per acre.” Thanks to Sangamo country’s access to ports via the Sangamon, Illinois, and Mississippi rivers, the author further claimed the region would be especially well positioned to take advantage of good markets at New Orleans.

As Ernst noticed, numerous settlers took the accounts of Sangamo to heart and settled in Sangamo country as early as 1818. Generally speaking, these settlers traveled from communities to the south, often clustering in rural neighborhoods within the timber adjacent to creeks feeding the Sangamon River. Although Ernst first visited the scattered settlement on Sugar Creek, similar neighborhoods popped up throughout the Sangamo. Among these communities was that of the Kelly clan along Spring Creek, fifteen miles to the north of the core Sugar Creek settlements. After a particularly fruitful hunt in the Sangamo, Elisha Kelly convinced his father, brothers, and extended families to immigrate to the area. Originating in North Carolina, by 1819 the Kellys had begun one of the largest chain migrations to the Sangamo. Another of these neighborhoods got its start in the spring of 1820 when Moses and Jane Broadwell came to the Sangamo with eight of their children, the wives of their two oldest sons, and one infant grandchild. Originally from New Jersey and Ohio, the extended clan reportedly traveled via boat from St. Louis to the mouth of the Sangamon on the Illinois River. Upon reaching the Sangamo, the Broadwells settled in the timber along Richland Creek, several miles to the northwest of the Kelly neighborhood on Spring Creek. While the Kellys, Broadwells, and others then set about transforming the land into farms and pastures, it is also worthy to note that these settlers set the stage for developing villages and towns as well. By settling in clusters and neighborhoods, immigrants formed the bonds of community and fostered the sense of mutual dependence necessary for village life.

In this way, prairie and timber of the Sangamo country began to transition into the farms and villages of Sangamon County. In the absence of marketable commodities and with little need for a variety of goods and services, however, the Sangamo continued to develop in a predominately rural fashion. Neighborhoods were spread out along creeks, the first store would not open until 1821, and even men with marketable skills maintained a farm for subsistence. Agriculture would always be important to the region and these rural patterns were unlikely to change by themselves. As such, one might have expected a traditional narrative of town development to play out in the Sangamo. As farms took shape and less time was devoted to preparing land for agriculture, these pioneers-turned-farmers
would inevitably begin to produce a surplus. A farmer with an entrepre-
neurial streak might then construct a horse or ox-powered mill to grind
that grain, taking a share for his trouble. As more farms produced a sur-
plus, that miller would shift his concern to the nearest stream to take ad-
vantage of water power and create a larger operation. Trails and roads
would appear to connect the farms in the immediate area to that mill. For
the convenience of his patrons, the miller might also add a store and a saw
mill to his operation. Taverns and inns would later open to entertain farm-
ers waiting for their grain. Social functions and civic obligations might
eventually focus on the area and other businesses would soon locate there
as well. Within a few years, the area could become a small village servic-
ing the rural population. Although this tidy little story of progress glosses
over the realities of economic cycles, dry seasons, and the presence of a
mobile, cash poor population, the overarching narrative seemed plausible
and was embraced by many in the early nineteenth century. Like the work
of Doyle, Abbott, Cronon, and Shaw, this pattern also emphasizes the role
of commerce in the urbanization of these settlements. By all accounts, this
progression appeared to be underway in the Sangamo by 1820: early Sugar
Creek settler Robert Pulliam operated a horse mill at his homestead and en-
tertained waiting farmers at his tavern. Thus, this pattern of development
continued until the following year when the state of Illinois introduced an
entirely different catalyst.

**Nascent cities: Springfield and Sangamo Town**

In 1818, the first significant year of Sangamo migration and the year
Illinois became a state, all the land north of the Illinois River mouth-
Wabash River line was divided into three counties. Madison, one of these
three northern counties and the most populous in the state, included most
of the Sangamo country. At the time Illinois was admitted to the Union,
Madison County boasted over 5,400 people. By 1820, Madison had a pop-
ulation of over 13,500 people. In comparison, the second largest Illinois
county in 1820 (by population) claimed just over 5,200 souls. Faced with
this startling reality, the Illinois General Assembly reorganized the three
northern counties into several new jurisdictions during their 1820-1821 leg-
islative session. Among these new counties was Sangamon, incorporating
much of the Sangamo country. The establishment act further stipulated
that, upon election, the first duty of the new county commissioners would
be to select “some place near the centre of the population” as the temporary
county seat. Once elected in early 1821, Sugar Creek residents Zachariah
Peter and William Drennan performed their duty as county commission-
ers by designating “a certain point in the prairie near John Kelly’s field on
the water of Spring Creek” as the county seat. The two commissioners fur-
ther had the honor of naming the spot “Springfield.” Elijah Iles, a Ken-
tuckian relocating to the Kelly neighborhood as a storekeeper at
approximately the same time, remembered the residents living within two
miles of the new county seat as being invaluable to the selection of that
site. He recalled that “[t]hese were the families with whom it was expected the judges and lawyers would find quarters until other accommodations would be provided.”

Although the Kelly settlement was close to the spot Ferdinand Ernst identified two years earlier as a “grand spot” to build a city, it had few of the natural advantages one expected from a village. Springfield was not located on any major transportation routes; the Sangamon River was about five miles to the north and Edwards Trace ran another five miles to the east, along the east bank of Sugar Creek. In 1821, no one had yet constructed a horse mill near Springfield or any mills on the nearby waterways. While other minor overland trails converged in the vicinity of the Kelly settlement, their original terminus appeared to be Edwards Trace and not the future site of Springfield. Even within the Sangamo, Springfield bore little resemblance to the small neighborhoods developing along Sugar Creek. Yet, Springfield was centrally located between the new county’s population centers along Sugar Creek, the Sangamon River, and the river’s lesser tributaries. Likely, the county commissioners paid special attention to the “centre of the population” portion of their instructions and, knowing that it could be moved later, selected a location that was close enough to the major transportation routes without greatly inconveniencing their constituents. The creation of Springfield further offers an interesting counterpoint to the work of Doyle, Abbott, Cronon, and Shaw. Here, the interests of government, not commerce, created the town.

In any case, the designation as temporary county seat began a transformative process for the Kelly settlement and the old Sangamo country. The first and most immediate change was the construction of a log courthouse during the spring of 1821 and a jail the following summer. During the commissioners’ March 1822 meeting, the land around this courthouse was set aside as the town’s first public square. The new courthouse joined Elijah Iles’s store and a Kelly clan cabin along the east/west trail to form something of a main street for the new county seat. The county seat also acted as a draw for additional settlers who occupied government offices. The earliest of these was Charles R. Matheny, who had been appointed both county and circuit court clerk. Likewise, Thomas Cox and Pascal Enos arrived in 1823 as the officers of the federal land office. These men, with their families, settled in the immediate vicinity of the new courthouse, adding to the population density of the broader Kelly neighborhood. In doing so, Springfield grew with little of the planning inherent in the towns studied by Reps or Wyckoff.

Equally significant for the development of Springfield was the establishment of the region’s several trails as official county roads. While the roads remained trails in all but name, adoption by the county entitled them to infrequent maintenance and promised travelers the occasional ferry or simple comfort in the home of a family along the route. Following its establishment as county seat, Springfield became a destination and the local road system adapted to this change. By 1823, Edwards Trace detoured from the east side of Sugar Creek to instead pass through Springfield (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Edwards Trace from Edwardsville to Springfield, Circa 1823. This map is significant for showing the government road terminating in Springfield. The original trail ran to the east of Springfield and continued across the Sangamon River towards Peoria. From: Fielding Lucas, Jr., “Illinois,” (Baltimore: F. Lucas, ca. 1823), Indiana Historical Society.
Likewise, a trail from the Illinois River to Springfield was soon named an official road. This road proceeded northwest from Springfield, turning to the north near a bend in the Sangamon River, and proceeding to the Illinois River south of Peoria.33

This system of trails also offered a promising location to Moses Broadwell at his Richland Creek neighborhood. Upon entering the Sangamo, the Broadwells settled near an east-west trail, a few miles from where it met the northerly trail connecting Edwards Trace with various points on the Illinois River. As people like Ferdinand Ernst believed the Sangamon River was navigable, the junction of these trails near the river offered numerous opportunities for a variety of businesses. In 1821, Broadwell incorporated the Sangamo Milling Company.34 Quite possibly, Broadwell had the mill-town creation narrative in mind when forming this company. The following year, Broadwell joined with several other Sangamon County residents residing in close proximity to the river to form the Sangamo Exporting Company, an association primarily designed to facilitate the collective shipping of pork to markets downstream.35 Likely, Broadwell saw the location of his milling company as the ideal place for the depot and boat-building site of the exporting association. Over the ensuing years, Broadwell’s intentions for this spot on the Sangamon River would become increasingly clear.

In the meantime, however, business concerns most likely acted as a way of biding time for men like Moses Broadwell and storekeeper Elijah Iles. Ready cash or not, the reality of settlement in the Sangamo was one of squatting on “Congress land” (i.e. land not yet transferred from the ownership of the U.S. government) while awaiting surveyors and a government land office to make federally-owned land available for purchase. Until Sangamon County’s lands were made available for purchase from the federal government, men of means had little else in which to invest. Although a small profit could be made developing unoccupied land and selling the “improvements” to a wealthier newcomer, settlers like Broadwell and Iles were in a position to turn a tremendous profit in land speculation. Both Broadwell and Iles came to the Sangamo with money and sought greater returns than those of a small farm or business. Broadwell clearly had money to spend if he transported his family to the region via boat and, only a few years later, constructed one of the first brick homes in the region.36 Likewise, Iles had recently made a healthy profit selling cattle and running a store in Missouri.37 Physical presence in the county enabled them to scout out choice parcels and lay claims while their business concerns offered an additional opportunity to make money. Sangamo settlers knew their land office would be opening soon. As early as 1820, efforts were being made in Congress to create a Sangamo land office.38 Likewise, residents would have seen surveying marks, if not the surveyors themselves, upon the landscape as plat maps of both Richland and Spring Creeks had been certified in December 1821.39 In 1822, Congress officially established a Sangamo land office, although it would not open until the following year.40 In 1823, with a hint of impatience, a toast was offered at a Sangamon County Fourth of July celebration: “The citizens of the
Sangamo Land District...May they receive a rich reward for their toils and privations in subduing the wilderness.” When the first land sales were held that November, Broadwell and Iles were among the earliest purchasers.

Although Iles made his first purchase from the land office on November 7, 1823, preparations to buy and develop Springfield had gone back several months, if not years. As early as 1821, Iles had purchased improvements, and with it the unwritten right to purchase the land itself, on 160 acres to the east of John Kelly’s cabin. Others later joined Iles in purchasing the improvements to the three quarter sections to the south and west of the county courthouse and the majority of the site was formally purchased from the federal government on November 7, 1823. Despite not gaining title to the fourth section until 1824, the proprietors lost no time in seeing their town surveyed and the town plat recorded on December 5, 1823. Curiously, the proprietors saw fit to do away with the name Springfield and rechristened the town Calhoun, likely after John C. Calhoun, then U.S. Secretary of War. Jefferson Street, one of five streets named after the several U.S. presidents, replaced the old east-west trail on the new town plat (Figure 4). Including a new public square, the town expanded the original settlement to the southeast. Interestingly, the proprietors tried their hand at urban planning by locating this new square far from the existing settlement, courthouse, and public space.

Moses Broadwell also had grander plans than a self-sufficient farm and a few business concerns. On November 8, 1823, the day after Iles and company made their purchases, Broadwell’s intended properties came up for sale. That day Broadwell purchased over eight hundred acres, almost three hundred of which were located on the Sangamon River roughly halfway between his Richland Creek homestead and the Kelly settlement at Springfield/Calhoun. While he had purchased nearly two thousand acres by the end of November, much of his attention was focused on this parcel along the river. The following February, Broadwell placed an advertisement in the Edwardsville Spectator for the new town of Sangamo. The town was laid out on the “south-west bank of the Sangamo River,” which was “navigable for large keel boats at almost all seasons.” Speaking to his earlier interest in mills, Broadwell claimed “a Merchant-Mill, Saw-Mill, and two Carding Machines” would be operational that spring. In an indirect swipe at Springfield/Calhoun, he further claimed that great roads, including Edwards Trace, would be diverted through his town. More directly, however, Broadwell stated that “the central situation and natural advantages of this town give it a greater claim to the permanent seat of justice than any other place in the county.” To that end he promised twenty-five percent of the net proceeds from the sale of town lots for construction of a new courthouse, should the county seat be moved to Sangamo. Broadwell even prepared a contingency plan: should Sangamo not win the county seat, the donation would be provided to establish “a Seminary of Learning.” As early as 1822 Broadwell was arranging for similar advertisements in his former home of Cincinnati. The town of Sangamo was
Figure 4. Plat Map of Calhoun, Recorded December 5, 1823. Sangamon County Recorder, Deed Record, Book AB, 89, record series 4/266/2, Illinois Regional Archives Depository, University of Illinois at Springfield.
Figure 5. Plat Map of Sangamo Town, Recorded June 1, 1824. Sangamon County Recorder, Deed Record, Book AB, 101, record series 4/266/2, Illinois Regional Archives Depository, University of Illinois at Springfield.
thus laid out with a public square, a specially designated “Mill Square,” and “Bridge Street,” to connect the town with the opposite side of the river via a planed bridge (Figure 5). While Broadwell likely selected the name Sangamo to create an automatic association between Sangamon County and his town (à la Indianapolis), in common parlance the spot was always referred to as “Sangamo Town” so as not to be confused with the river or county. In its conception, Broadwell’s community was very much representative of the ingredients for successful frontier urbanization as highlighted by previous scholars; Broadwell’s plan had a clear commercial emphasis that strove to use the area’s transportation network to join Sangamo country with a system of cities and markets downstream.

Both the towns of Calhoun and Sangamo showed early promise. Moses Broadwell successfully sold almost half the Sangamo Town lots that spring. Buyers purchased heavily in the area of a blank space at the north end of town, later remembered as the site of a saw mill. Given Broadwell’s business activities before Sangamo Town and the fact that only one lot adjacent or facing this space remained unsold, this mill was most likely operational or very near completion during the spring of 1824. The remaining lot sales, leading to the public square on Main Street, between the saw mill and Main on Bridge Street, and on Mill Street near the mill square, all speak to the potential seen in Sangamo Town: by locating on major thoroughfares (Bridge Street) or near business-generating attractions (the mills or the public square with its future courthouse or seminary), early Sangamo Town investors could get a jump start on business while the old mill-to-town narrative took its course.

Things looked promising in Calhoun as well. Elijah Iles himself expanded his storehouse to accommodate both himself and new bride Malinda. Thomas Cox, the Register of the Springfield land office, built an ox-powered mill and distillery on Jefferson Street. Saddle maker Thomas Strawbridge opened a shop, again on Jefferson Street, in 1823 or 1824. Between 1821 and early 1825, three taverns had also begun operation, again spread out on Jefferson Street. All and all, settlers and investors found promise in both towns. The public squares, however, remained empty and removed from the core of both settlements while large portions of the towns remained undeveloped.

A turning point

While Sangamon country was growing dramatically in the early 1820s, it is hard to believe that it could indefinitely support two towns with such aspirations in such close proximity. Likely known to both Broadwell and the Calhoun proprietors were the ideas of one “Young Rustic,” publishing anonymously on the subject of village sites in the Edwardsville Spectator. In 1821, the Young Rustic wrote that “[t]wo respectable villages cannot then be the fruit of one creek....One must sink and the other must rise.” In the event two towns were forced to compete for the seat of
government, the rustic thought it best for two towns to “decay to nourish some central spot,” thereby “preventing the rivalship of insignificant villages.” Unbeknownst to the proprietors of both towns, this turning point was reached in 1825 when the general assembly named a committee to select a permanent location for the Sangamon County Seat.

As it was remembered years later, the people of Calhoun were not above a degree of deception in order to ensure that the county seat stayed in their town. When the appointed commissioners arrived that March to view the competing sites, Andrew Elliot, a Calhoun tavern keeper and member of the extended Kelly family, was recruited to guide the commissioners the roughly seven miles from Calhoun to Sangamo Town. As Elijah Iles remembered it, Elliot informed the commissioners that “as the ravines were full and the marshy ground [was] covered with water, they would find it a tedious trip, but he would do the best he could. He had his cue.” Whether Elliot carefully avoided what by then was a well traveled path between the temporary county seat and Sangamo Town or if he simply took advantage of a wet Illinois March is unclear but Iles remembered the commissioners “found the route almost impassable.” After viewing Sangamo Town, the commissioners requested that Elliot find a better route back to the temporary seat. Elliot obliged them by returning through water that “nearly swam the horses.” Upon returning to Iles’s store, Malinda Iles served the commissioners a particularly enjoyable meal and Elijah offered to cash their depreciated state warrants at full value. Having been paid for their services by Illinois in paper money worth less than its face value, the commissioners were likely appreciative of this offer to essentially increase their pay. When the Sangamon County Commissioners met on March 18, 1825 to receive the report of the state commissioners, with little surprise, “Springfield” was named the permanent county seat of Sangamon County. The name Calhoun appears to have never caught on and, with the state commissioners’ report, it gradually faded from use.

As opposed to a site with a clearer commercial advantage, the naming of the permanent county seat gave a clear boost to Springfield. As a condition of becoming the county seat, Sangamon County was to receive a donation of no less than thirty-five acres from the town’s residents for the use of the county. The representative town proprietors donated the public square, several blocks to the south and east, and additional unsurveyed land adjacent to the town’s western edge. As Springfield’s development heretofore clustered around the original courthouse, the lots donated to the county were most likely sitting vacant in 1825 and the donation represented no great hardship to the town proprietors. Once the county commissioners ordered the construction of a new courthouse across from the public square, town businesses began a gradual process of shifting their focus from the old public space surrounding the original log courthouse to the eastern side of town. The loss of thirty-five acres eventually became a net gain for the proprietors as other unsold lots to the south and west of the original courthouse came into demand. Signaling a
transition from Springfield’s unrefined roots, the new courthouse was originally to be constructed of brick, though an inspection of the county coffers likely encouraged the commissioners to contract for a considerably less expensive frame structure during the summer of 1825.61

Although the choice of Springfield as permanent county seat dealt a blow to Sangamo Town, the latter community continued to grow nonetheless. In April 1825, before Moses Broadwell’s auction of Sangamo Town lots, the Sangamon County Commissioners authorized Jacob Carman to keep a tavern at Sangamo.62 Jacob Roll, an acquaintance of Moses Broadwell’s from Cincinnati, relocated to Sangamo Town in the fall of 1825 and operated a store with resident Ebenezer Brigham.63 Given the town’s location on the Sangamon River itself, Sangamo promised better opportunities than Springfield for both industry and transportation. As early as 1826, Broadwell’s son Charles participated in the construction of the carding mill immediately to the west of town. By the time of Moses Broadwell’s death in 1827, a grist mill had joined the town’s saw mill and Charles’s carding mill to turn Sangamo into something of an industrial center for the county. In the early 1830s, at least one of the Broadwell mills was upgraded to steam power. In 1834, Sangamo was even graced by a visit from the steamboat Utility, something Springfield would never see, given its distance from the river.64

Despite these early successes, however, Springfield and Sangamo Town progressed upon very different paths. Moses Broadwell’s original plan for Sangamo had called for a diversified number of industries and a school should the town fail to become the county seat. Following the establishment of the permanent county seat in Springfield, not even a grammar school appears to have opened in Sangamo Town. Despite a few steamboats navigating the Sangamon, the river never proved itself to be consistently navigable. Nor was the bridge across the Sangamon River ever constructed, thanks in large part to substandard lumber provided for it by a contractor.65 Following Broadwell’s death in 1827, Sangamo never met his vision “as a place of business at some future day not far distant [sic].”66 While a handful of stores, a tavern, and a blacksmith operated in Sangamo, few appear to have been entirely satisfied with their prospects. As early as 1827, Ebenezer Brigham sold his mercantile interest to his partner and, judging by a December 1831 “Store for Rent” advertisement, Jacob Roll might also have left Sangamo Town earlier that year. Even before Roll departed, Sangamo Town was beginning to look less like a town: Charles Broadwell, Moses’s son and successor as proprietor, entered a lawsuit against Roll for issues surrounding Roll’s construction of a blacksmith’s shop outside of his property line on Main Street. Robert Mazrim, the archaeologist who excavated the site, concluded that Roll could no longer tell where Main Street was located or that the road carried so little traffic that he thought no one would mind if he occupied a portion.67 Jacob Carman even sold his tavern around 1830.68 Sangamo’s greatest success was its mills, which outlasted most of the town’s residents.
Springfield followed a very different path, however. Springfield’s frame courthouse was completed in 1826 and oversaw the gradual transition of Springfield’s business district from the old settlement to the area surrounding the public square. In 1825, an advertisement announcing the first sale of county lots claimed the town was home to more than two hundred people. Reminiscing about his move to Springfield in 1828, attorney John Stuart recalled a population “not exceeding five hundred inhabitants.” In 1830, the Sangamon County Commissioners resolved to solicit bids for the construction of a new, brick courthouse at the center of the public square. Completed in 1831, this court house became the center of community life in Springfield. When newcomer George Pasfield, for example, arrived in town to open a dry goods store that spring, he set up shop across from the new courthouse on the north side of the public square. The following year, in 1832, the Illinois General Assembly officially incorporated the town. Springfield, along with much of central Illinois, grew so prosperous and prominent that, in 1837, the Illinois General Assembly voted to relocate the state capital there from Vandalia. When Sangamon County donated Springfield’s public square to the state for the construction of the new capitol building, a history of short-lived courthouses was continued: the five-year-old brick courthouse was dismantled and construction began on the new Illinois capitol.

With the construction of this new capitol building, the fate of Springfield seemed certain and the fate of Sangamo Town was sealed. Sangamo Town continued a downward spiral until, by an 1845 act of the General Assembly, the town plat was vacated, around which time proprietor Charles Broadwell moved north to Pekin, Illinois. The community of Sangamo Town literally ceased to exist. The town site was gradually turned over to agriculture, in which capacity it continues today. Although the capitol building was still under construction when the state government moved from Vandalia in late 1839, Springfield too appeared very different than it had when the Kellys arrived in 1818-1819. By 1840, prairie and timber had been replaced by a growing community of over 2,500 inhabitants. Springfield’s public buildings offered a measure of the town’s increasing importance: the early log courthouse had given way to a short-lived wooden frame structure which had been replaced by a Federal-style brick courthouse. That brick courthouse was equally short-lived as it was replaced by the Greek Revival statehouse, constructed with locally quarried stone. By the late 1830s, bands of Indians no longer patronized Springfield’s retail shops. Perhaps most telling, Elijah Iles sold his store in the early 1830s, most likely to concentrate upon his growing real estate concerns. By 1839, however, he had changed professions entirely by opening the American House, then the largest hotel in the state of Illinois, catty-corner from the new statehouse. While Springfield would continue to develop as the Illinois capital, it was no longer “the prairie near John Kelly’s field.”
Conclusion

Springfield’s success was undoubtedly thanks to the community’s hold on government institutions: first as the temporary county seat, followed by its status as permanent seat, and ultimately as the state capital. The population density of the Kelly settlement and the good fortune to be centrally located among the Sangamo’s other settlements likely supplied the community with the first honor. Elijah Iles and the other proprietors’ early decision to develop the Kelly settlement into a town, combined with Andrew Elliot’s act of deception, enabled the community to maintain its hold on the county seat. Springfield’s position as the seat of government for rapidly developing Sangamon County diverted the local transportation network in the town’s favor and resulted in a gradual, but noteworthy, increase in population. The increasing prosperity tied to a growing population and again the good fortune to be centrally located, this time within the state of Illinois, ultimately brought the capital to Springfield. While this exact series of events was not within Moses Broadwell’s line of sight, his early interest in the Sangamon County Seat and Iles’s bribe to the state commissioners plainly show the value placed in this honor. The competition between Springfield and Sangamo Town, therefore, clearly illustrates the effects of government institutions in ushering nascent communities into urban standing.

This high stakes competition for government institutions was not uncommon beyond Sangamon County. Hard fought efforts to relocate the county seat in Illinois’s DuPage County, for example, took place throughout the 1850s before the county sheriff and eighty armed men seized the county records from the Naperville courthouse in 1867. Although county residents had voted to move the seat from Naperville to the centrally located town of Wheaton, a Naperville mob attempted to prevent the records’ removal and, once in Wheaton, armed guards watched over those records for the next sixty days.75 Between the Civil War and the close of the nineteenth century, struggles over county seats became, with some frequency, increasingly violent.76 Most famously, the state of Kansas was home to several county seat wars between 1885 and 1892 resulting in multiple deaths.77 The result in the majority of these cases, however, was the prosperity of one community and the stagnation or disappearance of another, a troubling possibility attested to by the partisans’ increasing willingness to resort to violence. What sets Springfield and Sangamo Town apart in this context is the clear use of the county seat as a development tool. Moses Broadwell explicitly used the promise of the county seat to attract investors to Sangamo Town while the Springfield proprietors implicitly tied the seat to their town’s continued growth and prosperity.

Springfield’s acquisition of the Illinois state capital differs from the creation of capitals in the other states of the Old Northwest Territory but further emphasizes this ability of the business of government to make or break individual towns. Of the state capitals in the Old Northwest, Columbus, Ohio; Indianapolis, Indiana; and Madison, Wisconsin existed only on
paper before being named capital of their respective states. Lansing, Michigan was the site of a much older paper town but was undeveloped and virtually unoccupied when Michigan made the spot state capital.78 Springfield, however, was a viable town in 1837 when the Illinois General Assembly selected it as the new seat of government. Like the county seat’s presence in Springfield or Sangamo Town, the state capital’s location in Columbus, Indianapolis, Madison, and Lansing gave those towns a powerful reason to exist and enabled them to make the jump from nascent cities to fully formed municipalities. Even in Springfield, the moving of the state capital encouraged the county seat of a few hundred people to grow into a small city of over 2,500 by 1840.

Although Springfield’s modern dominance over the Sangamon County landscape is virtually absolute, this history, together with that of Sangamo Town, better illustrates the realities of frontier urbanization in the early nineteenth century. While the importance of commerce to town building should not be downplayed, the presence of government institutions undoubtedly contributed to the success of Springfield while the lack of those institutions made the limited success of Sangamo Town fleeting. Within the Sangamo country, significant commerce followed the county seat. Moses Broadwell’s careful planning further emphasizes the importance of the county seat in this scenario. Broadwell put a great deal of stock in industry (his mills), understood the importance of transportation (the Sangamon River and Edwards Trace), yet still saw the value of institutions (the county seat or seminary). As such, he explicitly planned a community to take advantage of each of these factors. At the same time, Iles and company seemed to put their stock in institutions, betting that the transportation and industry would follow the county seat. In hindsight, the Springfield proprietors were right: an early hold on the county seat brought people and shifted the transportation network in their favor. Only at that point was Springfield able to join the system of cities that brought merchandise to the Illinois frontier and produce to New Orleans. By the 1840s, Springfield, and not Sangamo Town, became the most prominent point on maps of the old Sangamo country. In the end, the Young Rustic’s words on the rivalship of insignificant villages rang prophetic: Sangamo Town sunk and Springfield rose, the former existing today only in memory and the latter ranking among Illinois’s largest cities.
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